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 Role play – Farms 

 Ask the children to tell you what they about farms 

model writing their information as a sentence. 

 What do you know about farms? 

 Ask the children to think about the animals or crops 

they would have on their own farm. Can they say why 

they made that choice? 

 Encourage listening/speaking  skills (story telling) 

 Read, Write inc 

 Sing ‘Old Macdonald Had a Farm’ using flash card 

pictures allow them to choose which animal come 

next. 

 Explore vocabulary relating to farms, such as animals 

and their babies, vehicles for the crops.  

 Listening skills – Lola the leopard/Lucy 

 
 Manage their own basic hygiene and personal needs. 

 Dressing/undressing independently 

 Fine motor skills – cutting skills/cutting & sticking/ 

pencil control 

 Gross motor skills – bikes/scooters etc 

 Creating music and dance to go with rhymes 

 Play a farm themed movement game. Choose an action 

for each animal, the children have to do the animal 

action when you call out their name. 

 Create your own cow using a rubber glove, cow 

picture and water with a hole in it encourage the 

children to squeeze out the water into a bucket. 

 Blow up white balloons, explain to the children they 

are pretend sheep, get them to draw a face on them.  

       Can they help herd the sheep into a pen? 

 

 
 Reinforce class/school rules 

 Plan a trip to a local farm. Providing experience and 

confidence growth in new situations 

 Forming friendships/relationships 

 Team work to create a barn using sticks, blocks 

crates etc..  

 Set up a farm in the small world area, Ask the 

children to think of the rules for playing the farm, 

How will they look after it? How many children should 

play it? How can you share the toys? 
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 Read, Write, inc 

 Name/letter formation 

 Read lovely farming stories, 

explore the books and discuss 

what the books might be about 

 ‘Wake up time on Bumble farm’ 

Encourage the children to join in 

with waking up the rooster. 

 Practice listening to initial sounds 

play ‘I spy’ on the farm, you 

could use clues like I spy 

something beginning with ‘p’ and 

it rhymes with ‘fig’. 

 
 Recognising, counting and ordering 

numbers 

 Practice subitising/Cardinality by 

dividing up a large activity tray into 

fields with different amounts of 

animals in each 

 2D Shapes farming themed activity  

 Place pictures of four different farm 

animals on jars ask the children to 

put a stone in the jar of their 

favourite animal, investigate the 

results, can the children say which 

animal received the most vote? 

 
 Talk about people who work on a 

farm. Can the children think of any 

jobs that need doing on a farm? Eg, 

tractor drivers, feeding the animals, 

vet. 

 Talk about different crops can the 

children plant their own seed and 

look after them. What do they need 

to do to help the plant grow? 

 Taking care of the farm animals, do 

the children have any pets? What do 

they need to do to care for them? 

 Discuss farming around the world. 

What makes farms different or the 

same? 

 

 Go outside and collect mud and 

twigs to create muddy puddle 

pictures, use loose parts leaves, 

sticks, stones etc to create farm 

animal pictures 

 Create a collage of different 

farm animals, experimenting with 

different materials 

 Colour mixing with red and white 

paint to make pink and paint a 

pig 

 Provide musical instruments to 

play ‘Old Macdonald had a farm’ 



 
    

 


